Global dynamical analysis of plant-disease models with nonlinear impulsive cultural control strategy.
To eradicate plant diseases and maintain the number of infected plants below an economic threshold, two impulsive plant-disease models with periodic and state-dependent nonlinear cultural control are established. We focus on saturated nonlinear roguing (identifying and removing infected plants), with three situations for healthy plants: constant replanting, proportional replanting and proportional incidental removal. The global dynamics of the model with periodic impulsive effects are investigated. We establish conditions for the existence and stability of the disease-free periodic solution, the existence of a positive periodic solution and permanence. Latin Hypercube Sampling is used to perform a sensitivity analysis on the threshold of disease extinction to determine the significance of each parameter. Disease extinction will follow from increasing the harvesting rate, increasing the intervention period or decreasing the replanting number. The global behavior of the model with an economic threshold is established, including the existence and global stability of periodic solutions. The results imply that the control methods have an important effect on disease development, and the density-dependent parameter can decelerate extinction and accelerate the growth of healthy plants. These findings suggest that we can successfully eradicate the disease or maintain the infections below a certain level under suitable control measures. The analytic methods developed here provide a general framework for exploring plant-disease models with nonlinear impulsive control strategies.